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                We couldn't find the page you were looking for. This is either because:

	There is an error in the URL entered into your web browser. Please check the URL and try again.
	The page you are looking for has been moved or deleted.



  You can return to our homepage by clicking here, or you can try searching for the
  content you are seeking by clicking here.
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      [image: Synbio startup rBIO readies R-biolin, biosimilar insulin, for clinical trial]

  

  

    

    

    

  

    
    

    

  


          

          

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


            

            
            
            
              

	














              
              

	














            


            
              
            

            
              
                
                rBIO announced that it has completed all the required analytical characterizations of its insulin biosimilar, R-biolin. This positions the company to file for the 351(k) drug submission process — an abbreviated licensure pathway for biological products shown to be biosimilar to or interchangeable with an FDA-licensed reference product.


              
              
              

              
            

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


          

        

      
        

          
            
            


  
    
      
        
        
  

  
      
      [image: 2Pi Optics launches world's first metalens fisheye camera]

  

  

    

    

    

  

    
    

    

  


          

          

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


            

            
            
            
              

	














              
              

	














            


            
              
            

            
              
                
                With its patented technology that can extend metalens field of view (FOV) to almost 180 degrees without sacrificing imaging quality, 2Pi Optics outperforms conventional wide-FOV refractive optics in size, weight, performance, and cost.


              
              
              

              
            

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


          

        

      
        

          
            
            


  
    
      
        
        
  

  
      
      [image: CureLab's DNA vaccine prolongs the life of platinum-resistant ovarian cancer patients]

  

  

    

    

    

  

    
    

    

  


          

          

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


            

            
            
            
              

	














              
              

	














            


            
              
            

            
              
                
                CureLab Oncology’s DNA vaccine Elenagen, in combination with a proven chemotherapy, demonstrates promising clinical results against one of the deadliest forms of ovarian cancer.


              
              
              

              
            

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


          

        

      
        

          
            
            


  
    
      
        
        
  

  
      
      [image: Branding in action — how we're helping emerging science startups]

  

  

    

    

    

  

    
    

    

  


          

          

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


            

            
            
            
              

	














              
              

	














            


            
              
            

            
              
                
                It’s incredibly important to have a strong brand image and supporting story before you begin PR. Here are some of our recent branding and website success stories with some hugely promising science startups.
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